Lectureship 2008

Announcement

Lectureship (2008)

Dr. Coelho Memorial Lectureship in Experimental Medicine (2008)
The selected candidate has to deliver his/her lecture at the Annual Conference of API 2009.

Please note that all the above lectureships/ orations need prescribed application forms are on website “www.apiindia.org”. The completed application forms for the above Lectureship should reach to Dr. Sandhya Kamath, Hon. General Secretary of API, Unit No. 6 & 7, Turf Estate, Opp. Shakti Mill Compound, Off. Dr. E. Moses Road, Near Mahalaxmi Station West, Mumbai – 400 011 not later than 15th December 2007.

II. Orations

Suggestions are invited from members for the following assignments so as to reach Dr. Sandhya Kamath, Hon. General Secretary not later than 15th December 2007.

1. Netaji Oration (2009)
2. Searle Oration (2009)
3. Prof. Rathinavelu Subramaniam Endowment Oration (2009)
4. Dr. G.S. Sainani Oration (2009)
5. Ranbaxy Oration (2009) for Infectious Diseases
6. Hoechst Senior Lectureship in Diabetes (2009)

Please note that Orations No. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are for any subject in General Medicine.

All the above orations, Persons are selected from the recommendations received from members of the Association. The recommendations for the above assignments must be accompanied with reasons for recommending a particular person showing the value of his/her research and eight copies each of three of his/her best publications. All relevant papers in connection with the suggestions, such as the bio-data, list of publications etc., should be submitted in 8 sets by the proposer. The recipient of the above oration should deliver a lecture pertaining to his/her work at the Annual Conference in January, 2009.

A person who has received oration in the past is not eligible for any oration.

All lectureships, orations and awards are open to eminent persons from the discipline of medicine and allied subjects such as Pharmacology, Biochemistry, Pathology and Physiology. The orator in the discipline of medicine should preferably be a member of API.

The members of the Governing Body of API and the Members of the Faculty Council of ICP are not eligible to receive any Oration, Lectureship or Award.
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